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An increasing demand for electric power with the growth of population and industry
implies environmental issues such as greenhouse gas emission. Increasing complex-
ity of power grids, the need for an economical electricity consumption approach,
growing demands, and requirements for greater reliability, security, e�ciency, and
environmental and energy sustainability concerns continue to highlight the need
for a quantum leap in harnessing communication and information technologies to
change the feature of the power grids. To address the challenges of the existing power
grid, the new concept of the smart grid as the modern power grid has emerged
recently. �e smart grid vision aspires to improve e�ciency, �exibility, security,
reliability, stability, economics, and sustainability of the electricity systems using
data processing, networking, communications, sensor networks, automation, and
computational power.

�e smart grid is expected to revolutionize electricity generation, transmission, and
distribution by allowing two-way �ows for both electrical power and information,
including renewable energy resources and plug-in electric vehicles, applying of
the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), the information and communication
technology (ICT), integrating advanced sensing, communications, and control into
the traditional power systems. Unlike the conventional power grid, in which the
consumers are considered as passive entities, smart grids treat them as dynamic
entities, which participate in the grid operations and a�ect programs implemented
throughout the system.

However, issues associated with communication, processing, andmanagement must
be addressed before the full bene�ts of the smart grid can be achieved, such as
how to maximize the use of network resources and available power, how to ensure
reliability and security, and how to compensate for volatile renewable energy sources
and electromobility of PEVsneed to be considered in the design of smart grids, which
have not completely been overcome yet.

In parallel with fast growing of communication technology for power grid, there
are many open issues awaiting investigation. Regarding situational awareness,
integrating local power grids into interconnections poses modeling and compu-
tational challenges. Monitoring grids of various dimensionality and complexity
requires scalable andmodular algorithms.�ese may include compressing, layering,
relaying, and storing the data.�e “big data” challenges further extend to addressing
the missing data, outliers, and the underdeterminacy of the systems, as well as
model reduction tasks, for which the contemporary statistical learning approaches
could provide viable solutions. �e control and optimization dimensions entail
conventional generation as well as renewable energy sources, interconnected via
transmission and distribution networks, serving large industrial customers, and
residential end users with smart appliances and plug-in electric vehicles. �ey may
also includemicrogrids with distributed generation and storage.�e researchers can
cross-fertilize their ample expertise on resource allocation gained in the context of
communication networks to optimize power network operations. Major challenges
include the successful coordination of system-level economic operations such
as optimal power �ow and unit commitment while embracing small-scale end
users through demand response and coordinated plug-in electric vehicle charging.
Integrating random and intermittent renewable energy sources across all levels poses
further challenges. Leveraging themarkedly improvedmonitoringmodalities in grid
operations is worth careful studying. Although research e�orts tackling individual
problems have yielded promising outcomes, achieving the grand goal of reliable
and e�cient grid operations still calls for novel formulations, insightful approxi-
mations, integration, and major algorithmic breakthroughs.�ese networks include
monitoring, automation, transmission, distribution, and consumption provided by
integrating information and communication technologies.

So, there are major open issues which ask for extensive research on network science
expertise and applying communication, information processing, and adaptive
learning methodologies to the smart grid, such as equipping multiagent intelligent
and autonomous controllers to the distributed learning, estimation, forecasting, and
optimization and adaptation capabilities.

We invite authors to contribute original research articles as well as review articles to
the topics related to this special issue.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Network architecture, security issues, and hardware implementation of a
home area network for smart grid

Communication networks, distributed, and collaborative learning and
decision-making in smart grid

Cost-e�cient residential energy management scheme for
information-centric networking based home network in smart grid

A random switching tra�c scheduling algorithm in wireless smart grid
communication network

Robust, dynamic, bioinspired, stochastic, and convex optimization
applications in smart grid

Game-theory-based approach for energy routing in a smart grid network

Applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in smart grid

Cloud computing, cognitive radio, resource allocation, and auctions over
smart grid

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/jcnc/spsg/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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